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B E R N O U L L I N U M B E R S , HOMOTOPY GROUPS,
A N D A THEOREM OF R O H L I N
By J O H N W. M I L N O R A N D M I C H E L A. KERVAIRE

A homomorphism J: 7Tk_1(SOw) -> nm+k_1(Sm) from the homotopy
groups of rotation groups to the homotopy groups of spheres has been
defined by H. Hopf and G. W. Whitehead[16]. This homomorphism plays
an important role in the study of differentiable manifolds. We will study
its relation to one particular problem: the question of possible Pontrjagin
numbers of an 'almost parallelizable' manifold.
Definition. A connected differentiable manifold Mk with base point
XQ is almost parallelizable if Mk — xQ is parallelizable. If Mk is imbedded
in a high-dimensional Euclidean space Bm+k (m ^ k+1) then this is
equivalent to the condition that the normal bundle v, restricted to
Mk — x0, be trivial (compare the argument given by Whitehead[17], or
Kervaire P , §8)).
The following theorem was proved by Rohlin in 1952 (see Rohlin111'12],
Kervaire[6]).
Theorem (Rohlin). Let Jf4 be a compact oriented differentiable ^-manifold with Stiefel-Whitney class w2 equal to zero. Then the Pontrjagin
number p-^M4] is divisible by 48.
Rohlin's proof may be sketched as follows. It may be assumed that
M4 is a connected manifold imbedded in Bm+é, m ^ 5.
Step 1. It is shown that Jf4 is almost parallelizable.
Let / b e a cross-section of the normal SOm-bundle v restricted to
Jf4 — xQ. The obstruction to extending/is an element
o(v,f) e H*{M*; 773(SOm)) « ns(SOm).
Step 2. It is shown that Jo(v, f) = 0.
Since J carries the infinite cyclic group 7r3(SOm) onto the cyclic group
7Tm+B(Sm) of order 24, this implies that o(v,f) is divisible by 24. Now
identify the group 7Tz(SOm) with the integers.
Step 3. It is shown that the Pontrjagin elass^ï^is equal to +2o(y,/).
Since by Whitney duality px(v) = —p1 (tangent bundle), it follows
that px[M4] is divisible by 48.
The first step in this argument does not generalize to higher dimensions. However Step 2, the assertion that Jo(v,f) = 0, generalizes
immediately. In fact we have:
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Lemma 1. Let a e 7T&_i(SOm); then Ja = 0 if and only if there exists
an almost parallelizable manifold Mk c Rm+k an^ a cross-section f of the
induced normal SOm-bundle v over Mk — xQ such that a = o(v, / ) .
Step 3 can be replaced by the following. Identify the group 7r 4 ^_i(SO m ),
m > en, with the integers (compare Rott [2] ). Define an to be equal to 2
for n odd and 1 for n even.
Lemma 2. Let E, be a stable SOm-bundle over a complex K (dim if < m),
and let f be a cross-section of £ restricted to the skeleton X (4ri_1) . Then the
obstruction class o(£,/) e H*n(K; 7T4n_i(SOm)) is related to the Pontrjagin
class pn(£) by the identity pn{£) = ± an. (2n-1)! o(£, / ) .
Combining Lemmas 1 and 2, we obtain the following theorems.
Define j n as the order of the finite cyclic group JTT^^SO^
in the
stable range m > 4m.
Theorem 1. The Pontrjagin number pn[M*n] of an almost parallelizable
4tn-manifold is divisible by
jnan(2n—l)\.
(For n = 1, this gives Rohlin's assertion, since j x = 24, ax = 2.)
Proof. This follows since o(v, f) must be divisible by j n .
Conversely:
Theorem 2. There exists an almost parallelizable manifold MQ71 with
,. ,
pn[M^]=jnan.(2n-l)\.
I h e prool is clear.
Proof of Lemma 1. Given an imbedding i: Vk~x -> Rm+k~1 of a compact
differentiable manifold Vk~1 into Euclidean space, and given a crosssection f of the normal SO m -bundle over Vk~x, a well-known procedure
due to Thom associates with i a n d / a sphere mapping <j)\ SmJtk~x -> Sm
(compare Kervaire [5] , p . 223).
The map çS is homotopic to zero if and only if there exists a bounded
manifold Qk with boundary Vk~x imbedded in Rm+k on one side of
Rm+k-i s u c h that(i) the restriction t o Vk~x of the imbedding of Qk is the given imbedding of Yk~x in Rm+k~1;
(ii) Qk meets Rm+k~1 orthogonally so t h a t the restriction to Vk"1 of
the normal bundle of Qk is just the normal bundle of V1*'1 in Rm+k~1; and
(iii) the cross-section / can be extended throughout Qk as a crosss e c t i o n / ' of the normal SO m -bundle.
These facts follow from Thom ™, ch. I, § 2 and Lemmas IV, 5, IV.5'.
To obtain Lemma 1 above, take F*-"1 = S1*-1 and take t(Ä*_1) t o be
the unit sphere in Rk <= Rm+k~1. Since the normal w-plane at each point
of i^*" 1 ) in RM+K-1 admits a natural basis (consisting of the radius vector
followed b y the vectors of a basis for Rm+k-1jRk),
the cross-section /
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provides a mapping a: S7*-1 -> S O m . Let a e 7rÄ._1(SOm) be its homotopy
class. I t is easily seen (compare Kervaire [7] , §1.8) t h a t the map
<fi: /S^+fc-1 -> Sm associated with i a n d / r e p r e s e n t s Ja up to sign.
If Ja = 0 then there exists a bounded manifold Qk <= Rm+k satisfying
conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). Let Mk <= Rm+k denote the unbounded
manifold obtained from Qk by adjoining a ^-dimensional hemisphere,
which lies on the other side of Rm+k~1 and has the same boundary i(# fc_1 ).
Since the normal bundle v restricted to Qk has a cross-section / ' , it
follows t h a t Mk is almost parallelizable. Clearly the obstruction class
o(v,f) is equal to a.
Conversely, let Mk be a manifold imbedded in Rm+k and let / be a
cross-section of the normal bundle v restricted to Mk — x0. After modifying
this imbedding by a diffeomorphism of Rm+k we may assume t h a t some
neighborhood of x0 in Mk is a hemisphere lying on one side of the hyperplane R171^-1, and t h a t the rest of Mk lies on the other side. Removing
this neighborhood we obtain a bounded manifold Qk <= Rm+k j u g ^ a g
above, having the unit sphere Sk~x a Rk a _ß™+fc-i a s boundary. The
cross-section / restricted to Sk~1 gives rise to a map a: Sk~x -> S O m
which represents the homotopy class o(v, / ) . The argument above shows
t h a t Jo(v,f) = 0; which completes the proof of Lemma 1.
Remark. Lemma 1 could also be proved using the interpretation of J
given in Milnor[9].
Proof of Lemma 2. (Compare Kervaire [8] .) The SO m -bundle £ induces
a U m -bundle £' and hence a \JmllJ2n_1-bundle £". Similarly, the partial
cross-section / induces partial cross-sections / ' and / " . By definition
the obstruction class o(£", / " ) is equal to the Chern class c2n(£') and hence
to the Pontrjagin class ±pn(£,). Therefore pjjj,) equals ± q* h% o(£,/), where
h'- 7r 4 n-i(SO m ) -> 7T4rl_1(Um)

and q: n^^VJ

->

n4n^1{\JJ\S2nr.1)

are the natural homomorphisms and h%, q* are the homomorphisms in
the cohomology of K induced by the coefficient homomorphisms h, q.
Using the following computations of Bott [2] :
^-i(Um)«Z,

T T ^ U J S O J « Z

w

7T 4n _ 2 (SOJ = 0,

it follows t h a t h carries a generator into an times a generator. Similarly,
using the fact that
^ - 2 ( U 2 ? l _ i ) « Z ( 2 W _DI (see M) and n^n_2(Vm) = 0,
it follows t h a t q carries a generator into (2n—1)\ times a generator.
Therefore pn(£) = ±an(2n-l)\o(^,f).
This completes the proof of
Lemma 2.
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Hirzebruch's index theorem
4^-manifold is equal to

[4]
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n

states that the index I(M* ) of any

22n(22n~1 - 1 ) Bnpn[M*n]/(2n) ! -I- (terms involving lower
Pontrjagin classes).
Here Bn denotes the nth. Bernoulli number. For an almost parallelizable
manifold the lower Pontrjagin classes are zero. Therefore
Corollary. The index I(M%n) is equal to 22n-1(22n-1-l)BJnaJn;
and
the index of any almost parallelizable én-manifold is a multiple of this
number.
The fact that I(M$n) is an integer can be used to estimate the number
j n (compare MilnorC9]). However, a sharper estimate, which includes
the prime 2, can be obtained as follows, using a new generalization of
Rohlin's theorem.
Borei and Hirzebruch (C1], §§ 23.1 and 25.4) define a rational number
Â[M^] = -Bnpn[M*«>]l2(2n)l +(terms involving

pv.^,pn^);

and prove that the denominator of Â[M4îl] is a power of 2.
Theorem 3. / / the Stiefel-Whitney class w2 of M4tl is zero then Â[M*n] is
actually an integer.^
The proof will be given in a subsequent paper by Borei and Hirzebruch. It is based on the methods of[1], together with the assertion that
the Todd genus of a generalized almost complex manifold is an integer
(Milnor™).
Applying this theorem to the manifold MQ71 of Theorem 2 it follows
that Bnjnajén is an integer. Therefore:
Theorem 4. The order j n of the stable group Jn^^SO^
is a multiple
of the denominator of the rational number Bnan\kn.
As examples, for n = 1,2,3, the number Bnan\kn is equal to 1/12,
1/240, and 1/252 respectively. Since 7Tm+1(Sm) is cyclic of order 240, it
follows that j2 = 240. Since rrm+11(Sm) is cyclic of order 504, it follows
that j3 is either 252 or 504. It may be conjectured th.&tjn is always equal
to the denominator of BJ&n.
The theorems of von Staudt[13»14] can be used to compute such
denominators (compare Milnor[9]).
Lemma 3. The denominator of Bj2n can be described as follows.
A prime power pi+1 divides this denominator if and only if
2n s 0 modpi(p— 1).
f See note at the end of the paper.
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Combining Lemma 3 with Theorem 4, we see that the stable homotopy
groups of spheres contain elements of arbitrary finite order. In fact:
Corollary. If 2n is a multiple of the Euler O function O(r), then the stable
group 7Tm+/kn_1(Sm) contains an element of order r.
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[Added in proof.] For the case n odd, Hirzebruch has since sharpened
Theorem 3, showing that A[M*n] is an even integer. Thus the factor an in
Theorem 4 can be cancelled.

